Narrative
Incl x weeks

Term 1
Stories with Familiar settings x2 wks
Describing settings and characters

Incl topic
links

History link- Stone age
x2 wks
Write time travel/Stig story- boxing clever
Myths and Legends
x2 wks
Celtic Myths- Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
Letters (History link- ww2) x2 wks
Formal and informal letters from evacueesThe lion and the unicorn

Grammar
links to
lessons

Descriptive vocabulary
Sentence types
Past tense
Speech- verbs, adverbs

Non-fiction
Incl x weeks

Recount- x2 wks
Man on the moon

Incl topic
links

Report- x1 wk
Celtic life

Incl topic
links
Grammar
links to
lessons

Time adverbials
Performance poetrythe school kid rap

Rhythm, rhyme

Stig of
the
dump
The
Lion
and the
Unicorn

Playscripts x2 wks
Little red riding hood was rotten + shadow
puppet plays
Persuasive adverts and letters x2 wks
Willy Wonka

Paragraphs
Descriptive vocabulary
Adverbs of time, place, manner
Clauses, subordinate clauses
Conjunctions
Apostrophes
Explanations x2 wks
The sock machine
Wallace and Grimit inventions
Instructions x1 wk
Explanations- x1 wk
Life cycle of a plant (science link)

Instructions- x1wk
WW2 ration recipes
Grammar
links to
lessons
Poetry
Incl x weeks

Class
book-

English Overview
Term 2
Diary recount- describe Blitz setting x1 wk
Letters from a lighthouse opening

x1wk

Information text-Non chronological report
Chipperfield (geog link)
Imperative verbs
Time adverbials
Prepositions
Senses poems – x1 wk
through my window, through the door

Figurative language

Term 3

Letters
from a
lighthouse

Creation
stories

Narrative- x 2wks
Traditional tales from a different
perspectiveGoldilocks was good- write own version.
Adventure stories x 3 wks
Character study
Investigate adventure stories
Write own adventure story

Descriptive vocabulary
Sentence types
Speech- verbs, adverbs

Instructions x1 wk
Cooking
Non Chronological Reports x2 wks
France leaflet- (geog link)

Imperative verbs
Haikus, tankas and kennings –
Summer
Magic box poems x 1wk
Figurative language

x1 wk

James
and the
Giant
Peach

